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High-Frequency Effect Due to the Axial Drift Velocity of a Plasma Column
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The scattering of a plane electromagnetic wave with normal incidence (E field perpendicular to the axis)
by a plasma column in the presence of a static magnetic induction So has been studied earlier. A heretofore
unexplained effect, however, is the existence of a scattered axial field Ez even when B0=0. A mechanism
responsible for this coupling between the Ez and the transverse E Geld, in the absence of Bo, is investigated
here, namely the role of an axial drift velocity vz. The effect observed is a resonance peak of Ez occurring at
the same density for which there exists a resonance of the scattered transverse E field which is well explained
by a uniform cold-plasma model. The same model is therefore assumed here. In this approximation the
plasma can be described by a surface charge density Z due to the HF polarization which gives rise to a sur-
face current density K=Zvd. The boundary conditions then lead to the existence of an Ez which, for B0=0,
has a sing dependence when the exciting Geld has a cosg dependence. When Bo&0, a more complicated theo-
retical spectrum is obtained. Both the position and the angular dependence of the resonances are in very
good agreement with experimental data. The eGect predicted by this model is, however, more than an order
of magnitude below that observed in a mercury plasma column. This phenomenon can be described as the
plasma radio-frequency analog of the static field induced by the Roentgen-Eichenwald current.

1. INTRODUCTION

~ 'HE scattering of an electromagnetic wave by a
cylinder of plasma has been extensively studied

recently. An interesting resonance pattern is observable
in the absence of a static magnetic Geld' ~ or in the pres-
ence of a static magnetic induction Bp. ' In the ab-
sence of Bp the main resonance or the two (or four)
main resonances of a hollow plasma cylinder' are very
well explained by the cold plasma approach (electron
temperature T, equal to zero). The secondary resonances
are precisely explained by the nonzero temperature of
a nonuniform plasma, including the fact that there
exists no series limit for these resonances. ' "A varia-
tion principle has been given for estimating the eigen-
frequencies of a Gnite warm nonuniform plasma in an
arbitrary electric or magnetic Geld. "Finally, the effect

of stronger magnetic Gelds on temperature resonances
have received detailed attention lately. "'

The positions of the electric vector R;„., the magnetic
induction vector B;„., and the Poynting vector S;, of
the incoming wave are indicated in Fig. 1. The com-
ponents of the scattered 6eld E„areindicated in the
cylindrical coordinate system r, 0, Z. In a former work
we studied, in the cold plasma approximation, the
inhuence of the anisotropy and the inhomogeneity
arising from a static magnetic induction Bp on the reso-
nance spectrum of the scattered wave, and these
theoretical results were compared with experimental
data. ""One of the observed effects remained unex-

plained, however, and that is the existence of an E'z„
component" even in the absence of Bp. We will now
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Fro. 1. Incoming plane wave and scattered wave with respect
to the plasma characterized by a drift velocity vd.
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study a mechanism responsible for the coupling be-
tween the cross-polarized E mode (EJ axis), which is
the only one excited, and the cross-polarized H mode
(HJ axis) in the absence of Se and see how an axial
Ss enhances this coupling.

When Ss——0, the effect observed is the existence of a
resonance peak of Ez,. at the same electron plasma
density (E,) as that for which the main resonance of
the TE mode occurs. This last resonance is well ex-
plained by cold-plasma theory of a uniform column. We
will therefore assume T,=O and a constant (X,) in the
column as formerly. ""(' The new feature is that one
takes into account the fact that the plasma possesses
an axial drift velocity vd =vel, (1,:unit vector along the
Z axis) as it is generated in the positive column of a
low-pressure Hg discharge. The plasma can then be de-
scribed theoretically by a surface charge density of high-
frequency polarization which, because of the drift
velocity vd, gives rise to the existence of a scattered
Ez which, for Ss=0, has an angular dependence in
sine8 when the excitation by the incoming field is in
cong for Eg. This Ez„displays a resonance for the ex-
pected value of (X,). When Ss——Bsl,&0, one obtains
theoretically a more complicated spectrum which is also
in good agreement with the experimental data.

It is very interesting to note that this phenomenon
can be considered as the plasma high-frequency analog
of the static field induced by the Roentgen-Kichenwald
current' "as is pointed out in the conclusions.

It must be stressed that the agreement between theory
and experiment is excellent concerning the position and
the 0 dependence of the resonances, but that the ampli-
tude of the effect predicted for the cold uniform plasma
is at least one order of magnitude below the effect ob-
served with the mercury plasma column.

The fact that the drift velocity v~ of a plasma gives
rise to an electromagnetic field with E parallel to vq

when an electromagnetic field exists with K perpendicu-
lar to vd, and that this coupling is further complicated
and enhanced by the presence of a static magnetic
field, is a feature of general interest. Such an effect can
be important and should be taken into account in
several plasma set-ups.

A summary of the present work has already been
given. 'p

2. THEORY

A. General Equations

We consider a collisionless cold plasma (T,=O) with
constant electron equilibrium density (N,). Because of

'2 W. C. Roentgen, Ann. Phys. 35, 264 (1888) and 40, 93 (1890).
'2 A. Kichenwald, Ann. Phys. 11, 421 (1903).
"A. Sommerfeld, Etectrodymamjcs (Academic Press Inc. , New

York, 1952), pp. 283—285.
'0 P. E. Vandenplas and A. M. Messiaen, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.

11, 5'll (1966); A. M. Messiaen and P. E. Vandenplas, Phys.
Letters 20, 14 (1966).

translational symmetry along the Z axis, the problem is
characterized by 8/clZ—=0. The linearized hydrody-
namical equation for the transport of momentum of
the electrons is

—shou+(ve v)u
= —(e/rl) LE+vd XS+uXSar]—eNEs/m(E, ), (1)
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o is defined as the high-frequency tensorial conductivity
of the plasma and is independent of v~. Hence the per-
turbed plasma current density is

e
J=—e((e.)u+nv. ) = 2—tv~(l+ l

. (3)
2temtt r)

Since p,—5&(10'm sec ' V ' in typical experiments
with mercury, es/icomtt, —1.9X10 ' (when to/22r=2. 7

6Hz) and can be neglected right away. The plasma is

where u is the average perturbed electron velocity, E
and S are the perturbed electric and magnetic induction
fields in the plasma. The time dependence of the per-
turbed quantities is in e '"'. The charge and mass of
the electrons are noted —e and m. The introduction of
ct/ctZ=O in (1) imposes (vd V)u=0. Furthermore, the
term veXS can be neglected. Indeed when vs=0, S is

parallel to v& and this term is exactly zero; when v&WO

this term can be neglected in first approximation be-
cause it is a second-order effect as the transverse part of
S is of order Ez«/c.

Sos is the total static magnetic induction resulting
from the applied axial Sp and from the Bee due to the
static discharge current density Js. Neglecting the ionic
contribution, we have Js———e(X,)va and Bse=tssfsr/2.
The effect of this Bpg field is studied in Appendix A where

it is shown that it can be neglected to the order of the
approximations used in this paper. We shall therefore
only consider the effect of the applied axial Ss. The
field Ep=Eplz, where 1z is the unit vector in the Z
direction, is the axial electrostatic field which is linked
to vd by the electron mobility tt, such that vs= tt Ep,' rt

is the perturbed electron density.
Equation (1) is then written as
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described by (2) and (3) and by Maxwell s equations: dium 1) is a dielectric (see Fig. 1), Eq. (13) becomes

curlH =J—iprppE,

divE = —e88/ pp,

Cur lE = Zc082pH r

divH =0.

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(Jl„)„=b——L(0 El) .I,j„=b———iplZ, (14)

where I, is the unit vector along r. Let us note that (10)
can then be written as

(82+2r) r- b (
PP

ippl
The perturbed density n can be expressed as a function
of J, given by (3), through the continuity equation; we
obtain

p p(or 1 'LP

de K—— curlzm
lp2 1 p2 1 tl2

e div(82vq)
. (8)

ZP ppppr

e 1— 6=
~2(1 P2) 1 P2 ~2

curlzE.

For P«1 we may neglect this bulk density perturbation
with respect to the perturbed surface density in the ex-
pression of J as given by (3) because the ratio of the
bulk drift current to the surface drift current is of the
order of Pb/Xp (b/Xp&&1 in this problem). We therefore
assume that there is no bulk density perturbation.

B. Surface Equations

The plasma is connected to the neighboring medium
through Maxwell's surface equations

curl, 8=K,

div, D=Z,

curl, E=0,
div, H=O,

and the surface continuity equation

—imZ+ div, J=0,

(9)

(10)

(12)

(13)

where Z is the surface charge density and I the surface
current density. We must now establish the expressions
of these two quantities as a function of plasma proper-
ties. As the medium 2 surrounding the plasma (me-

One has div(lvd) =28 divv8+vq grad82=0 as 8/BZ= 0—
Let us f»rst examine this equation in the absence of the

static magnetic field (P=O). Using (5) one finds the
classic result e= 0 in the bulk of the plasma when co/co, .
This means that there will be a perturbed surface density
and that the surface phenomena will be extremely im-
portant in this description.

When p/0, the result 82= 0 in the bulk of the plasma
no longer holds and we have a perturbed density
given by

=
t (2„El)1„],=b, (15)

(&Z2), b=(J/Zl), b,

-(e El) I„-
(+82) r=b (+81)r=b+

(16)

(17)

C. Scattered Field

The problem studied is the scattering of a plane homo-
geneous wave by a cylindrical plasma column with glass
wall placed in vacuum (Fig. 1). Equation (4) can be
written in the plasma as curlH= —iplz„E with e„
as defined in (15).The solutions of Maxwell's equations
in this medium will therefore have the same forms as
when vd=0. It is only the surface condition (1/) be-
tween plasma and dielectric, where v~ intervenes, which
is different.

It was seen previously' ( ) that the anisotropy does not
couple the cross-polarized H mode to the cross-polarized
R mode when 80 is axial. Here, however, the coupling
occurs through the boundary condition (17). The
solutions corresponding to the TE mode and the TM
mode in the plasma are deduced from Hz» and Ez»,
respectively, which each satisfy a Helmholtz equation.
Noting for simplicity

M i' 0e„'=—iE 3f 0
0 0 313

(18)

where a„is the standard equivalent tensorial permit-
tivity. To obtain K we must consider the surface limit
of (3), taking into account that —em =2 8(r—b), where
5 is the delta function. This leads to K=Z v8 and means
that the plasma is described as moving as a whole with
velocity vz,' the applied high-frequency 6eld is responsi-
ble for the existence of the charge density Z and this
charge density also undergoes the displacement with
velocity v&. If we had not neglected the bulk density
perturbation with respect to the surface perturbation
when P/0, the axial current would have been multi-
plied by a factor L1+0(Pb/Xp) j. As v& only intervenes
in the expression of the scattered fields through K, this
means that the final expressions for G„andF„)seeEqs.
(27) and (28)j, which are proportional to e8, would
have been multiplied by a factor (1+O(tib/Xp) j. This
last remark fully justi6es the procedure followed and the
approximation made.

Equation (9) leads then to
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with

1 1—0'—p'
M=—., (1—no)o —Po

3f3=
«(1—0')

where e„is Neumann's factor. The two modes of the
scattered Geld are characterized by

Hz„P——[J„(kpr)+iN (kpr)]
n=o

E= 0 =6) iM

«[(1 QP) P PP]

the solutions in medium 1, which are bounded on the
axis, are

Hzi= P J„(k~r)[A„'cosn8+B„'sinn8],
n=o

(19)

+zl Q Jn(k„pr)[A„*'cosn8+B„*'sinn8], (20)
n=O

with k„'=pp'go/M and k'» ——pp'IIp/Mp. In medium 2 one
has

&zp= P [M„'J„(k,r)+L„'N„(k,r)] cosn8
n=0

+P [T„'J„(k,r)+ U, 'lU„(k,r)] sinn8, (21)
n=p

EIz = e"' '""' = P p„i"J„(kor)cosn8,
n=p

(22)

with ,k=ru( pp )p' tpand p, being the permittivity of
glass. One has a similar expression for Ez2.

In medium 3, both the incoming and the scattered
field are present. The incoming field is characterized by
an Hz;„,of unit amplitude

X[C„'cosn8+D„'sinn8], (23)

&z..= Q [J (kor)+iN„(kor)]
n=o

)& [F„'cosn8+G„'sinn8]. (24)

We now state the boundary conditions (9) and (11)
at the two interfaces after having expressed E„andEg
as a function of Hz, and, Htt as a function of Ez. This
leads to a linear system of 16 equations for each angular
mode n and the solution of this system gives the differ-

ent coe%cients A„',8 ', etc. In this way one finds

transcendental expressions for the coefficients C„',D ',
F„',and G„'of Hz„and Ez„asa function of O'. For
r =a and r = b the arguments of the cylindrical functions
corresponding to a typical experimental set-up are small

so that these functions can be replaced by their asymp-
totic expressions

(n —1)!p2q"
J„(kr)—=—

J

—/; N. (kr)-=—
!5n2 ~ (kryo

when n 40. (25)

J„(kr)is also neglected with respect to N (kr) in (23)
and (24). In this approximation algebraical expressions

for the coe%cients as functions of 0' are obtained. To do
this conveniently the following unprimed coefFicients

are defined as functions of the primed ones:

1pk~-
(A„,B„,M„,T„)=—

i

—
i (A ',B ',M ', T ');

n!&2i

)2)" (n —1)!
(C„,D„,F„,G ) = ii —

i

— (C ',D ',F ',G ');
Eki

(n —1)! 2
(L„,U ) = — — (L ', U~'),

k
(26)

The formulas obtained for C„andD„(TEmode) are, of course, identical to those obtained with vq ——0 [Eq.
(41) and (42) of Ref. 16(a)7. In this reference the interested reader will find the details of the calculation on the

boundary conditions for this TE mode.
For the TM mode, the scattered field (n&0) is characterized by

Gn= 2&gPpfp608n

[ oK P„+,Q„(K~ P')/(K„P'/E„)]—K (K 1—)/(K„P'/K )+—P',Q„(Q—'/(E„P'/K„)]'—
[«K~P„+ppQ„(K~ P')/(K„P'/K„)]'—+[PppQ„Q—'/(K„P'/K,)]'—

F„=i2Ppgpp«pph„QP/(K„—P'/K„)

ppQ K~(K„1)/(K~—P'/K„)—+[«K~P„+ppQ (K„P')/(K„P'/K)]- —

[«K~P-+ ppQ-(K~ P')/(K~ P'/K~)]—'+[P"Q-—0'/(K. P'/K )]'—
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with E„=1—0' and

($ s~~c 2 )+s ($ 2 ~c 2 ).
~e-~

It can be shown that for
~

kr
~
&&1 the contribution from

the n= 0 terms is zero."
The physical meaning of (27) and (28) is clear. For

each angular multipole e, the axial drift velocity v&

couples a scattered cross-polarized H field to the scat-
tered cross-polarized E field excited by the plane in-

coming wave (E;„,iaxis). The two resonances of the
TM mode (which degenerate to a single one when P =0)
are given by the poles of (2"I) and (28); these poles are
identical to those of the TK mode. The two resonances
occur for

&0 n

n '= 1P——,(1~P).
~0 ~~

(29)

The resonances are characterized by infinite values of
G„and F because approximation (25) corresponds to
neglecting radiation damping; this is the quasistatic
approximation. It should be carefully noted that when
P= 0, F„is equal to zero. The picture is then remarkably
simple: the incombing cross-polarized E Geld in cosmic in-

duces, through v~, an axial Kz„with a sinn 0 dependence.

RKCE IVER

FIG. 2. Experimental setup with open wave guide irradiating
plasma column and with receiving waveguide.

2'A. M. Messiaen, D. Appl. Sc. dissertation, University of
Brussels, 1963 (unpublished).

3. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The axial scattered electric field Eg„canbe easily
observed experimentally because it can be separated
from the incoming field (the planes of polarization are
crossed). Figure 2 shows the plasma column irradiated

by an open waveguide acting as antenna (ro/27r=2. 7
6Hz). The receiving antenna is constituted by a wave-

guide of decreasing height in order to better localize the
field measured, and it can be oriented along different
values of 0. The two antennas are carefully oriented
(polarization planes exactly perpendicular) so that, in
the absence of plasma, the receiving antenna picks up
no signal. The remainder of the experimental set-up
has been described previously. ' Let us recall that the
detection is strictly linear and that the oscillographic
records give the amplitude of the Geld measured as a

' ~zsc
'

I AC

e =so'
r *1crn

0.1

'«',:,m:I"''-'::::z;,;~.=...,:,:::.",.:,;:..., , ....,..., ..e, :.jg, ,....',.::,, Ig.. Ilia $)':-::~&'; .

0.5 ,).S
+fg 2)

Fro. 3. IEz„/E;n,
~

as a function of discharge current density
Jo (~co.r) with no steady magnetic Geld (p p).

function of the discharge current density Js (~re, ') in
the plasma column. This plasma is obtained in the
positive column of a low-pressure Hg discharge (pressure
of neutrals: 2.10 ' Torr; b=0.38 cm; c=0.527 cm). The
steady magnetic Geld is created by Helmholtz coils.
The m=1 angular mode is the only one appreciably
excited and we will consider it only. Figure 3 shows the
main resonance for 8=90' and P=O. The sin8 de-
pendence of this mode has been carefully checked.
The high-frequency signal is modulated to 100'f/o and
the lower horizontal line corresponds to zero incoming
field. It is clear that the coupling between the TE mode
and the TM mode is appreciable only near the resonance
and that this coupling is null when co, ~ 0. The second-
ary or temperature resonances ' appearing to the left
are not included in our cold plasma approach, but they
are, of course, also coupled by v&. Many precautions have
been taken to ascertain that the effect observed is not
due to defects in the experimental set-up. Striking ex-
periments reported at the end of this section demonstrate
this. It was seen that evanescent modes were not trans-
mitted from the antenna to the receiver, that slight
variations of the angles (S,uz) and (E; „uz) did not
aGect the results in a critical fashion, that reQecting
obstacles placed perpendicularly to the column had but
small sects, and that the phenomenon was a linear
function of

~
E;„,

~

. No wave propagation along the cylin-
der axis or standing waves have been observed.

Typical results are given for 8=90' and 8=0' as a
function of p in Figs. 4 and 5. Because of the Helmholtz
coils, it has proved impossible to annul completely
Ez„when co,=0 as was successfully done without
Helmholtz coils in Fig. 3. Theoretical results corre-
sponding to P =0.15 and obtained through computation
on Eqs. (27) and (28) with experimental values of the
parameters (rs=1, es ——3X10r cm sec ')" are given in

~' The value of eq is calculated from the position of the main
resonance in back scattering LRef. 9 (a)g. This value agrees with
that computed from the determination of the mobility after using
Davison's relation (Refs. 21, 23).

s' P. Davidson, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) B67, 159 (1954).
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Zsc
Einc
8 -So'
c= 3cm

0.05-

(a)

the values of Jo which correspond to them are prac-
tically identical to those found for the resonances of Eg„
(see Refs. 15 and 16 for the comparison between theory
and experiments concerning the position of these
resonances).

The amplitude of the observed phenomenon is also
compared to that of the predicted one. We did this for

.0 0.5

p:0

Zsc

,

E nc
e:0'

3cm
0.03

'E
Zsc
inc

8=90
C = 3CITI

0.05-

0

0.5 J (4/ 2)

0-
0.082

0
I

0.5

{3:0. 04
+(4/ »

9=0
c= 3cm

0.03-

(b)

Zsc
inc

8=90
c-3cm

0.05-

{c)
P = 0.04

0-

0
l

0.5

Q = O. l5
"(4/cm~)

Zsc

inc
9=0'
c = 3clvl

Fro, 4. Oscillograms giving
~
1:z«/fr.;,~

as a function of discharge
current density Jo for 0=90' and diferent values of p.

0.03-

{c)

Figs. 6 and 7. As predicted by theory, it is seen that
when P=O, there is one main resonance of Ez„which
has a sing dependence LFigs. 4(a) and 5(a)j; when

P&0, there appears another component of Ez„which
has a cosa dependence and it increases linearly with p
t Fig. 5(a) and 5(b)j.Furthermore, the resonances split
LFigs. 4(c) and 5(c); the supplementary resonances to
the right of 5(c) are due to multipoles rs) 1"!s(b)jr and

y: 0;l5

Fro. S. Oscillograms giving ~Ez«/F;, I as a function of discharge
current density Jp for 8=0' and different values of p.
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FIG. 6. Theoretical
curve of jri-z„/E; .

~
as

a function of 0' for
e=90 and P=0.15.
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3xl0
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E inc r = 1crn

P = 0.15

Pzo. 7. Theoretical
curve of j Zzio/E;,

~

as a function of 0' for
8=0' and p =0.15.
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= . To obtain the amplitude of the res=0. T
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m. is seen that the e6ect b do served is at
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Theoretical

03X10 2

Experimental
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3&0

Ez
E inc

8=90 j r= lcm —without damping

p=o
I

I
I

t
I

I
I
I

I

--- with radiation damping

$0

FIG. 8. Theoretical
curve of iEzaa/Einai as
a function of 0' =~,s/aP.

10

0 4
a

6

least one order of magnitude higher than the predicted
one. This discrepancy does not seem, at first sight, to be
explainable by a perturbation in the scattered field due
to the presence of the receiving antenna or by the ap-
proximations done in the theory. Indeed, when the
inhomogeneity of the plasma is taken into account in
simpler cases, the influence on the cold plasma reso-
nance remains small and the inhuence of nonzero tem-
perature T, on this same resonance is also small. "
These two effects should, however, be investigated in
this particular instance. On the other hand, we have
verified that the amplitude of Ez„doesvary as a func-
tion of r like ) Jt(ksr)+inst(ksr)

~

in the neighborhood of
the column. In this connection, it must be mentioned
that this is one of the first comparisons of the absolute
magnitude of an experimental amplitude with respect
to a theoretical one in a scattering experiment. This com-
parison, although rather delicate, is facilitated by our
linear detecting system and by the cross-polarization of
Ez with respect to the incoming field. The other instance
in which amplitudes have been compared is in Stern

and Tzoar's experiments on nonlinear effects at plasma
resonance. '4 "It should also be remarked that although
the resonant frequencies of the secondary or tempera-
ture spectrum are now well understood, ' "the ampli-
tudes of the secondary resonances —when compared to
the main one—are much greater in mercury than in
other gases, "' and this difference has not been ex-
plained so far.
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Fro. 10. (a) Discharge current as a function of time t (1 vertical
div. = 1A); (b) E& at 180' (back-scattered field) versus t {arbitrary
linear vertical scale); resonance peak to the left occurs during the
electron density rise and peak to the right occurs during the density
decay; (c) Ez at 8=90' versus r (E;„=25vertical div. ); peak to
the left occurs vrhen vq/0 and peak to the right occurs peahen vq
is practically zero {v.=3.5X10~ sec ').
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Pro. 9. Experimental iEz.a/Ee. Oils„as a function of ve. -

'4 R. A. Stern, Phys. Rev. Letters 14, 538 (1965)."R. A. Stern and N. Tzoar, Phys. Rev. Letters 15, 485 (1965).
~6 A. Messiaen, Physica (L}29, 1117 (1963).

7 R.. A. Stern, J. Appl. Phys. 34, 2562 (1963).
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The drift velocity can be varied, but only within cer-
tain limits, in the discharge tube by changing the mer-
cury vapor pressure. Such an experiment is not as pre-
cise as the previous ones since other parameters vary
also. The results are shown on Fig. 9, where Ez„is
compared to Eg„rather than to E;„,in order to exclude
the collision eRects which become greater at higher
pressure. Again the value of e~ is calculated from the
position of the main resonance in back scattering. The
discharge becomes very unstable for pressures of the
order of 5&&10 4 Torr (high values of vq) and the dis-
persion of the results is high. The results shown on Fig.
9 indicate that ~Ez«~~,„roughly increases with wz

but they cannot be precise enough to demonstrate a
linear dependence between

~
Ez«~ max and ~d.

An afterglow experiment shows directly the inhuence
of v~ on the magnitude of Ez„.The plasma is created by
a current pulse in the discharge tube as shown on Fig.
10(a). During the ionizing pulse, the electron density
rises to a maximum value and the density decreases
then as a function of time (time scale: 1 horizontal
division corresponds to 5 psec). During the current
pulse, the plasma possesses a drift velocity which dis-

appears very rapidly as the current drops, since the
collision frequency s, is approximately 3.5)(10 sec '.
The incident electromagnetic wave is shone on the
column as formerly. Figure 10(b) displays to the left the
main or cold plasma resonance in reflection (Eo for
0= 180') during the rise of the plasma density, while the
resonance peak to the right is obtained during the decay
of the density at the time when this density corresponds
to that for the main resonance. The fact that the reso-
nant amplitudes are the same in both cases shows that—
except for the drift velocity which does not inhuence
Eo—the global properties (radial density distribution,
etc.) of the plasma do not differ signiGcantly. Figure
10(c) displays Ez as a function of t One observ. es, as
expected, a resonance peak on the left which occurs at
the same time (density) as the Eo peak; it is character-
ized by ~

Ez„/E;,
~

=0.17. A second and much smaller
resonance peak, occurring again in coincidence with the
Ee peak, is seen to the right; it is characterized by

~
Ez,/E;„.

~

=0.03. As demonstrated by Fig. 10(b),
the essential difference is that vd is present in the first
instance and that the collisions have considerably re-
duced it in the second; Fig. 10(c) shows therefore con-
clusively that Ez„is linked to the existence of v&.

Another experiment which also shows the direct con-
nection between vd and Ez,.is the following: the direc-
tion of v& is reversed by exactly rotating the tube by an
angle of 180' around the vertical. The amplitude and
the phase of a reference signal E„fis adjusted in such a
way that the combined signal E c+Ez« is equal to
zero at resonance when it is displayed as a function of
Jp on an oscilloscope. When v& is reversed one observes
2 ~E„f

~
at resonance; this shows that the sign of Ez«

is also reversed as predicted by Eq. (27).

4. CONCLUSIONS

We wish to draw attention to the similarity existing
between the phenomenon described here and the classic
static experiments of Roentgen and Kichenwald. '~—"
In the latter experiments, a dielectric is placed in the
uniform electrostatic Geld E of a plane condenser, and is
displaced parallel to the plates with a velocity v. The
polarization charges are displaced with this velocity and
create a magnetostatic Geld perpendicular to both E
and v. It is therefore seen that the phenomenon de-
scribed in this paper is, in a sense, the high-frequency
plasma analog of the eRects due to the Roentgen-
Eichenwald current.

The drift velocity eRect is, of course, a direct conse-
quence of the covariance of Maxwell's equations with
respect to the Lorentz transformations of special rela-
tivity. This explains the reason why the axially moving
charges of the whole plasma, in the presence of a TE
excitation, thus give rise to TM ields. In the cold-
plasma limit, however, the structure of the plasma equa-
tions imply, when Bp ——Bplz, 8/BZ= Oa—nd Pb/Xp«1,
the description of the plasma by high-frequency surface
charges of polarization, and we then obtain the high-
frequency analog of the Roentgen-Eichenwald current.

To conclude, we wish again to stress that the position
of the resonances and the angular distribution of the
axial electric 6eld scattered by a mercury plasma are
very correctly explained by our theoretical approach
which uses a cold-uniform-plasma model to predict a
new effect, namely the existence of an Ez,.component
when there is an axial drif t velocity. The observed ampli-
tude of the eRect is nevertheless at least an order of
magnitude greater than the one predicted by this
model. An afterglow experiment and a phase-Gipping
experiment show, however, that the observed Ez is
linked to the existence of v~.
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APPENDIX A' ROLE OF THE
SELF-MAGNETIC FIELD

We consider the case where the applied magnetic
induction Bp is zero. In Eq. (1) we only include the self
steady magnetic induction which is due to the drift
velocity of the plasma: Bor=Boo=-',poJpr All thath. as
been said in Secs. 2A and 28 remains unchanged with
the exception of the expression for 0 and thus for a„.
We solve Maxwell's equations in medium 1 and match
the boundary conditions. We look for a solution to 6rst
order in Po=eBpo/nuv which can be obtained from the
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following equations

VXz 'VXH=oo2)(ioH

divH=O, 8/8Z=O,
with

3f 0 iEg
0 M 0

—iXg 0 M3
where

(A2)

where the g's and the b's are constants. IIz and P, given
by (A7), are not independent as they must satisfy (A3)
and (A4). This imposes ai~= —«gobi~; (i2~= kgob2~. We
regroup the terms of (A7) to bring out the sin8 and cos8
dependence and in so doing we use the fact that k~or&&1

and v-r&(1 in our experimental set-up. Approximating
the J„'sby the first term of their power series, we ob-
tain to first order in Pg, i.e., in r

M—M, = 1/go(j —02) Kg= (Pg/g'p) 02/(1 —Q2) '.
(A1) leads to the system of equations:

Kg 1 8(t)
[~r2+k o2]&lz—i—k,p'- ———0,

M r80
Es1 ~IIz

[7r'+«, o2]g i ———=0,
Mr 89

(A3)

in which g is the function characterizing the cross-
polarized H mode such that

with r=Kgkop/rM. The solution of (A6) which is
bounded on the axis is

Hz= Q {ai J„(r[k„p'nr]')2)—

+u»J~(r [«uo2+92r]'") }e'"g,

)I) = Q {bi„J„(r[k()'—ggr]"2) (A7)

+b J (r[k 2+ggr]1/2) }esrsg

Eliminating ))I) or llz between (A3) and (A4) and taking
into account the fact that Kg/r is a constant, one finds

a fourth-order differential equation of the form

8
(re'+k, o')+i r

88

IIz
X (|7r2+kyo2) —i9— =0, (A6)

88

00 2 e'7-
Hz Pr" =A +- — g.) coso9

n=o

i g22r

+~'9!„+ „)sio. o9—, (A8)
2 k„p'

S 7

:9=r. () + A) sir —9:
~=0 &go 2 k„o'

i ggpr

+(
— 1!

~

coso9, (A9)

where n, P„,A„,and 8 are constants. The components
of E and H are easily derived from Hz and )t. It is seen
that in the plasma the cosg28 terms of one mode (e.g.,
the TE mode) are coupled to the sing28 terms of the
other mode (e.g., the TM mode).

We must now express the boundary conditions (9)
and (11).We do this first by putting K= 0 in order to
study only the eRect of 800. This leads to

P„='i (npr/k„—o')A „and n„=,'i (rgpr/k—„')8„(A10.)

This means that the boundary conditions of the problem
do not permit the excitation of the TM mode through
the intrinsic coupling in the plasma when the solutions
are expressed by (A8) and (A9), i.e., to first order in )8g.

We then compute K using (14) and take simul-
taneously into account the existence of K and Bpg.
If the approximation

~
kpgrp~2((1—which is the approxi-

mation used consistently throughout the paper —is
made, the results obtained for Ez,. are identical to
those obtained by neglecting Bpg.










